Appendix 1. Masterplans

A) Churton Park District Centre – Concept Plan

1.0 Introduction

This Concept Plan is made up of a map, a set of standards and a set of guiding principles. Together these are intended to guide the development of a village centre. All resource consent applications made under Rules 7.3.6 (development in Churton Park District Centre Concept Plan area), 7.3.13 (subdivision), and 7.4.2 (development in Churton Park District Centre Concept Plan area that does not comply with standards in 7.6.5) must be assessed against all three parts of the Concept Plan. Any development or subdivision that departs from the standards of the Concept Plan, as stated in Rule 7.6.5, will be considered as a Discretionary Activity (Unrestricted) Non-Complying Activity. Any application for a resource consent will need to demonstrate, in the accompanying Assessment of Effects, how proposals meet the guiding principles, attached as Appendix 4 to the Centres Design Guide.

The map illustrates a flexible framework for development, indicating the general location within the village where activities should be located. The accompanying text reinforces the map with standards and the guiding principles are there to reinforce urban design principles that are to be achieved but do not fix the actual design for village or the individual buildings.

2.0 Vision Statement

To provide the communities of Churton Park and Glenside with a Village that will form the focal point and social interaction hub for these communities whilst providing for their day-to-day needs. Quality of development is essential in delivering such a place. Buildings will create a degree of critical mass balanced by park and open space to ensure a sense of place is established. Accessibility for public transport, private vehicles and pedestrians is made easy though balanced against pedestrian amenity. The Village will be an inviting and safe place to be in at all times of the day and night.

3.0 Map

The different activity areas shown on the map do not represent the absolute location, footprint or specific land area to be used. Rather, these are diagrammatic representations of the general locations for buildings and activities. There is no specific requirement to either develop adjoined or separate buildings in any one part of the village. The final size, location and design of any component of the village required by the Concept Plan and shown on the map will be assessed through the resource consent process. Any subdivision will also be assessed through the resource consent process for compliance with the standards in 7.6.5 and compatibility with the map of the Concept Plan. Additionally, given that timing of development or subdivision of any part of the village is uncertain, the Concept Plan anticipates any balance areas not being developed, remain in grass cover or be landscape planted awaiting development. In particular, the plan does not intend that undeveloped areas be temporarily developed or used for car parking.
Churton Park Village Concept Plan - Final Decision

Legend
- Site Boundary
- Medium-density residential
- Commercial centre
- Prominent feature required
- Open space area required
- Supermarket
- Parking and landscaping
- Earthworks limit
- V4 Designation
- Vehicle access
- Pedestrian access

NOTE: Notations are indicative of size and location - siting and scale will be specified through the resource consent process.
B) Johnsonville Height Zones

![Johnsonville Height Zones Map]

**Legend**
- Height Zone 1: 12m
- Height Zone 2: 18m
C) Mt Cook (Adelaide Road) Height Zones

Mt Cook (Adelaide Road)
Appendix 2. Wind

This Appendix describes the form and content of wind assessment reports, and details the requirements for wind tunnel tests and reports, as required by Rule 7.3.7.1.

1. Form of Wind Assessment Report

A wind assessment report is not based on the results of a wind tunnel test and so ultimately relies on the expert knowledge and opinion of the qualified wind specialist. However, it must contain the following:

1.1 A description of the existing wind conditions, including sources and limitations of information used in the assessment.

1.2 A description of the likely interaction of the existing buildings with the wind that leads to the existing wind conditions.

1.3 A review of the design of the development, and its appropriateness for a windy environment. The WCC Wind Design Guide should be used as a basis for a design evaluation checklist for this review.

1.4 A description of the expected influence of the proposed development on pedestrian level wind speeds in areas open to the public. The WCC Wind Design Guide should be used as the basis for a design evaluation checklist for this review. The review should also examine the role of amelioration measures, including large setbacks of upper levels from the street façade, deep balconies and full-width verandahs.

1.5 A discussion of the building design, including the effectiveness of ameliorative measures or major design changes that are recommended. It is intended that the wind assessment should provide clear evidence that the proposed building is the best practical aerodynamic design with respect to achieving the wind standards.

1.6 A statement at the conclusion of the report that, in the professional opinion of the expert, the proposal is unlikely to result in more than minor adverse effects on the wind environment at ground level.

2. Aims of the Wind Tunnel Test

The aims of a wind tunnel test are:

2.1 to quantify the effect of a building proposal on the surrounding pedestrian level wind environment by measuring and comparing the existing and proposed wind conditions, and

2.2 where wind conditions deteriorate as a result of the proposed building, to test alternative designs to it, and

2.3 to provide documentary evidence, of the proposed building’s positive effect on the wind environment, emphasising measures taken to improve the wind environment, and demonstrating, where required, that every reasonable alternative design has been explored and that the proposed building is the best practical aerodynamic design arising from the other options that have been tested.
3. **Form of the Wind Tunnel Test**

Wind tunnel studies must meet the following conditions:

3.1 Wind studies should comply with the requirements of Australasian Wind Engineering Society Quality Assurance Manual, Wind Engineering Studies of Buildings, AWES-QAM-1-2001, except where the rules and requirements of the Wellington City District Plan supersede them.

3.2 The model scale used in the wind tunnel test must not produce models that are smaller than those obtained using a 1:500 scale.

3.3 The atmospheric boundary-layer simulation should be equivalent to Category 3 or Category 4 terrain, as defined in the Australia/New Zealand Loading Standard, AS/NZS 1170.2:2002.

3.4 Where there is no site wind speed data of sufficient quality, the reference wind speeds shall be derived using wind data from Wellington Airport, with the following corrections:

   - winds at a height of 10 m at Wellington Airport have equivalent mean speed to winds at a height of 150 m above Wellington City, and
   - wind directions over Wellington City are the same as those at Wellington Airport, except that the northerly wind directions (i.e. 0°-80° & 280°-360°) are rotated to the west by 10° (e.g. 360° at the airport becomes 350° over the city).

3.5 Wind speeds shall be measured for the reference wind directions (degrees clockwise with respect to true North) 150°, 170°, 190°, 210°, 320°, 340°, 360° and 020°.

3.6 The gust speeds shall be calculated as:

   \[
gust = v + 3.7\sigma,
   \]

   where \( v \) = the annual maximum hourly mean wind speed for all wind directions combined, and

   \( \sigma \) = the corresponding standard deviation of the wind speed.

   This overall gust speed will be used to assess the compliance with the safety criteria given in standard 13.6.3.5.2 (a).

3.7 All wind speeds shall be measured at a full-scale height of 2 metres.

3.8 The percentage change in hours shall be calculated by dividing the change in the number of hours by 8760 (i.e. the total hours in one year).

3.9 Flow visualisation tests that show the spatial extent of windy areas throughout public areas that surrounding the development shall be made for the existing situation and for the proposed development. Flow visualisation testing will include at least six different wind speeds, and be undertaken for at least two representative northerly wind directions and two representative southerly wind directions.

3.10 Where Council Officers consider that any effects of the proposed development will be significant in nature, additional wind tunnel testing may be required to be undertaken to quantify the effects of alternative building designs and/or modifications. Clear evidence should be gathered to show that the proposed building is the best practical aerodynamic design with respect to achieving these standards. The recording and measurement of wind speeds for this investigation of alternatives need only be for those areas around the proposed building, and for those wind directions, where problems have been identified.
However, sufficient measurements must be taken to quantify all the changes with the alternative designs.

4. **Form of Wind Tunnel Test Report**

A wind tunnel test report must contain:

4.1 A description of the atmospheric boundary layer simulation that is used in the wind tunnel. This will include plots of the mean wind speed profile and turbulence intensity profile.

4.2 A description of the reference wind speeds that have been used to derive the wind speeds listed in the wind report. Any assumptions and limitations of the reference wind speed analysis and a description of the meteorological data used must be provided.

4.3 A calibration section, which contains images of the flow visualisation tests when applied to an isolated building model, subjected to the same wind tunnel test conditions as those used in the wind study. The building model shall be a square prism, 15 metres square in plan and 60 metres high, at the scale used in the test. Images of the flow visualisation test shall be taken for at least six different reference wind speeds. The final wind speed should correspond to an area of influence, that is identified by the flow visualisation, that is equal to 80% of a diameter of 50 metres (at the scale of the model), centred on the back face of the model. The intermediate speeds will be chosen to divide this maximum speed into equal parts.

4.4 An analysis of the errors limits and the precision that is achievable in the wind speeds and their frequency of occurrence that are listed in the body of the report. The relationship of the model (wind tunnel) to full-scale Wellington conditions, as far as it is known, should also be documented through reference to externally refereed papers or reports.

4.5 A diagram that clearly shows and identifies the locations/areas that were measured during testing.

4.6 A table of the gust wind speeds for each wind direction and for each of the locations measured during testing. This will include listings for both the existing situation and for the proposed development.

4.7 A table of hours that the mean wind speeds of 2.5 m/s and 3.5 m/s are equalled or exceeded each year, for each of the locations measured during testing.

4.8 Records/diagrams of the flow visualisation tests.

4.9 A description of the effects of the proposed development on wind conditions in the surrounding area.

4.10 An analysis of the 3-dimensional wind flows around the proposed building indicating the way in which its effect on the air flow affects pedestrian-level winds. This should clarify:

4.10.1 the cause(s) of any observed problems;

4.10.2 the ways in which the problems might be avoided; and

4.10.3 the ways in which these wind problems might be mitigated.

At its simplest this might mean stating (for example):

• that the root cause is the downwash caused by the building being very much bigger in scale than its neighbours;
• that reducing the size of the proposed building would remove this root cause;
• that large canopies around the building could provide shelter from the downwash in the immediate vicinity of the entry ways, although this may result in the carparking area beyond the canopy being made uncomfortable.

4.11 Where Council Officers consider that any effects of the proposed development will be significant in nature, an assessment of alternative designs and modifications including the results of additional wind tunnel testing that quantify the wind effects may be required to be provided. Clear evidence should be provided that the proposed building is the best practical aerodynamic design with respect to achieving these standards. Existing wind speeds and hours of occurrence shall be reported only at the locations / wind directions where alternative designs have been tested.
Appendix 3. Indicative list of activities under Schedule 3 of the Health Act 1956:

The following list is indicative of the activities contained under Schedule 3 of the Health Act 1956:

- Blood or offal treating,
- Bone boiling or crushing,
- Collection and storage of used bottles for sale,
- Dag crushing,
- Fellmongering,
- Fish cleaning,
- Fish curing,
- Flax pulping,
- Flock manufacturing, or teasing of textile materials for any purpose,
- Tanning,
- Gut scraping and treating,
- Nightsoil collection and disposal,
- Refuse disposal,
- Septic tank desludging and disposal of sludge,
- Slaughtering of animals for any purpose other than human consumption,
- Storage, drying, or preserving of bones, hides, hoofs, or skins,
- Tallow melting,
- Wood pulping, and
- Wool scouring.